INTELLIGENCE REPORT

TO:   A/Captain
      Intelligence Division

FROM: Sergeant
      Intelligence Division

DATE: December 18, 2022

SUBJECT: Summer Crime Initiative Area Enforcement

The following information was gathered as a result of activities in the Summer Crime Initiative Target Areas on July 1st, 2014:

SOCIAL MEDIA

Open Source Social Media was reviewed for the Summer Crime Initiative Areas.

Social Media within the boundaries of where the following crimes from the previous night’s Command Information Center were reviewed to identify potential witnesses:

ROBBERY (Gun) Block 47th St SE, SCI AREA 1 PSA 604 CCN
AREA QUERIED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS
ROBBERY (F&V) A Street SE, SCI AREA 1 PSA 604 CCN
AREA QUERIED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS
Assault W/ Intent to Commit 1st Degree Sexual Abuse, A St SE, SCI Area 1 PSA 604 CCN 14-095-994
AREA QUERIED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS

Open Source Social Media was monitored within the boundaries of Summer Crime Initiative areas for information pertaining to ongoing criminal activities, beefs and retaliations:

SCI Area 1, BENNING COORIDOR (38.885438,-76.936226):

****SIMPLE CITY IS INITIATING PROJECT SIMP, THE 4th OF JULY CELEBRATION IN SIMPLE CITY. IN PAST YEARS, THIS HAS BEEN A COMBINATION OF FIREWORKS AND GUNSHOTS****
The Hoodrich Gang, a Squad out of Clay Terrace, is now beefing with Huntwood and a new crew, 5K. Hoodrich Gang is in an alliance with Clay Terrace (CT3), Simple City, and Paradise Manor.

Tweeted: Unreported Robbery?

Tweeted:

Tweeted:

Tweeted:

Tweeted:

IG: Tweeted:
This is the account of validated making.

Not that he is MP D7.
tweeted:

reference to MOLLY
TWO OF THE FLYERS FOR PROJECT SIMP, A PARTY/TURN UP/GO GO/VIDEO SHOOT ON FRIDAY NIGHT (4th of JULY) IN SIMPLE CITY. FESTIVITIES SHOULD BEGIN WITH A VIDEO SHOOT AT APPROXIMATELY 1630 HOURS. PROJECT SIMP IS A REFERENCE TO PROJECT X, A FILM ABOUT A HOUSE PARTY THAT DESTROYS AN ENTIRE NEIGHBORHOOD AND CAUSES CIVIL DISTURBANCE.

FLYER FOR CLAY TERRACE 4th of JULY TURN UP

Note: June 29, 2014, 6:13 PM
Turn Up!!! we're Uptop Clay Terrace When 4th of July 🎆 4PM until whenever the police tell us go! Be there it's going be epic 🎈 Celebrate Freako 🎈 after G'day Cookout Be there 🎈
GO GO BIRTHDAY PARTY FLYER BEING TWEETED AROUND SIMPLE CITY (HELD IN 4D)

June 23, 2014, 11:52

TOB & MajorBand
Boys $10 & girls $5
PictureBooth $5
July 18th 8-12
@ ClubHouse
(5123 Georgia Ave NW
washington Dc)
SCI Area 2, CHOPPA CITY (38.870571,-76.982081):

Choppa City

tweeted:

retweeted:
tweeted a photo of himself smoking weed in his backyard:
SCI Area 3, BARRY FARM (38.859627,-76.99914):

DIGITAL PERIMETER OVERLOADED BY TWEETS FROM NATS GAME,

[Redacted] tweeted:

[Redacted] tweeted:

[Redacted] tweeted:

[Redacted] tweeted:

[Redacted] tweeted:
SCI Area 4, WASHINGTON HIGHLANDS (38.833624,-76.994677):
Mixtape release party featuring DC performers taking place July 17th in Annandale VA:
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

TO: A/Captain
Intelligence Division

FROM: Sergeant
Intelligence Division

DATE: December 18, 2022

SUBJECT: Summer Crime Initiative Area Enforcement

The following information was gathered as a result of activities in the Summer Crime Initiative Target Areas on July 5th, 2014:

SOCIAL MEDIA

Open Source Social Media was reviewed for the Summer Crime Initiative Areas.

Social Media within the boundaries of where the following crimes from the previous night’s Command Information Center were reviewed to identify potential witnesses:

ROBBERY (F&V) A St SE SCI AREA 1 PSA 604 CCN
AREA QUERIED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS

ROBBERY (Gun) Ridge Rd SE SCI AREA 2 PSA 607 CCN
AREA QUERIED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS

BURGLARY-II 9th St SE SCI AREA 4 PSA 706 CCN
AREA QUERIED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS

Open Source Social Media was monitored within the boundaries of Summer Crime Initiative areas for information pertaining to ongoing criminal activities, beefs and retaliations:

SCI Area 1, BENNING COORIDOR (38.885438,-76.936226):

****LARGE QUANTITY OF TWEETS FROM PROJECT SIMP PARTY LAST NIGHT****

The Hoodrich Gang, a Squad out of Clay Terrace, is now beefing with Huntwood and a new crew, 5K. Hoodrich Gang is in an alliance wit Clay Terrace (CT3), Simple City, and Paradise Manor.
PHOTOGRAPH USED IN AT LEAST 16 OTHER INSTANCE ON THE INTERNET IN THE LAST 24 HOURS
from the video shoot at Project Simp
"Hey Squad"

***This is the account of...***
FLYER FOR LOTUS CLUB TONIGHT BEING TWEETED IN SCI ZONE I DIGITAL PERIMETER

LOTUS ON SATURDAYS

HIGH SOCIETY SATURDAYS

EVERYBODY FREE TILL 12
OPEN BAR | VALET | HOOKAH

LOTUS LOUNGE 1420 K STREET NW WASH DC DOORS OPEN 10PM - 3AM

AUDIO BY
DEEJAY CASPER

TIP A STRIPPER B****H

STRIPPER PARTY

HOSTED BY: Tiki Island

9607 LANHAM SEVERN RD, LANHAM, MD FOR INFO CALL (301) 377-1087

FLYER FOR PARTY IN LANHAM BEING CIRCULATED IN SCI 1 DIGITAL PERIMETER

JAY BLACK | BEAR PRESENTS

SAT JULY 5TH
10PM-3AM

TIP A STRIPPER B****H

STRIPPER PARTY

HOSTED BY: Tiki Island

9607 LANHAM SEVERN RD, LANHAM, MD FOR INFO CALL (301) 377-1087

TIP A STRIPPER B****H

STRIPPER PARTY

HOSTED BY: Tiki Island

9607 LANHAM SEVERN RD, LANHAM, MD FOR INFO CALL (301) 377-1087
GOGO BIRTHDAY PARTY FLYER BEING TWEETED AROUND SIMPLE CITY (HELD IN 4D)

TOB & MajorBand
Boys $10 & girls $5
Picture Booth $5
July 18th 8-12
@ Club House
(5123 Georgia Ave NW, Washington DC)
SCI Area 2, CHOPPA CITY (38.870571, -76.982081):

Keisha tweeted:

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]
SCI Area 3, BARRY FARM (38.859627,-76.99914):

LARGE AMOUNT OF TWEETS FROM 4th CELEBRATION ON ANACOSTIA

POSSIBLE PARTY IN BARRY FARM TONIGHT, UNKNOWN LOCATION
WAS AT SIMPLE CITY ON THE 4th

ESCALATING TWITTER DISPUTE BETWEEN AND OTHER FEMALES

Being tweeted in Barry Farm Digital Perimeter. Video Shoot with Marijuana July 9th 1700 hours at Forestville Mall
SCI Area 4, WASHINGTON HIGHLANDS (38.833624,-76.994677):

[Redacted]

) tweeted:

[Redacted]

tweeted two photographs of [Redacted]
Mixtape release party featuring DC performers taking place July 17th in Annandale VA:
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

TO: A/Captain
Intelligence Division

FROM: Sergeant
Intelligence Division

DATE: December 18, 2022

SUBJECT: Summer Crime Initiative Area Enforcement

The following information was gathered as a result of activities in the Summer Crime Initiative Target Areas on July 8th, 2014:

SOCIAL MEDIA

Open Source Social Media was reviewed for the Summer Crime Initiative Areas.

Social Media within the boundaries of where the following crimes from the previous night’s Command Information Center were reviewed to identify potential witnesses:

NO CRIMES REPORTED WITHIN THE SCI AREAS

Open Source Social Media was monitored within the boundaries of Summer Crime Initiative areas for information pertaining to ongoing criminal activities, beefs and retaliations:

SCI Area 1, BENNING COORIDOR (38.885438,-76.936226):

The Hoodrich Gang, a Squad out of Clay Terrace, is now beefing with Huntwood and a new crew, 5K. Hoodrich Gang is in an alliance wit Clay Terrace (CT3), Simple City, and Paradise Manor.
tweeted: This is the account of validated

tweeted:
"You fuck with @HR_Tyde you fuck with your live and your family live and I'm not pla 

"Go listen to my Lil cuz now HoodRichGang on a come up Hey Squad"
PARTY FLYER BEING TWEETED AROUND SIMPLE CITY (HELD IN 4D)

TOB & MajorBand
Boys $10 & girls $5
PictureBooth $5
July 18th 8-12
@ Club House
(5123 Georgia Ave NW
Washington DC)

BYOL

Birthdays:

Leaves The Drama At Home

DJ On Deck

Camera Man Will Be Here

Cookout Of The Summer Come

Fuck With Us Like Some Of Y'all Say

Y'all Do

PARTY JULY 26TH NEAR DEANWOOD

Hosted By: [Redacted]

When: July 26
Where: 1003 48th PL NE
Time: 7 to Until

BYOL 🍻 🍻 🍷 🍷

Birthday Celebrations: [Redacted]

Leave The Drama At Home

DJ On Deck 🎵 🎵 🎵 🎵

Camera Man Will Be Here 📷

Cookout Of The Summer Come

Fuck With Us Like Some Of Y'all Say

Y'all Do
PARTY/COOKOUT AUGUST 8th AT BENNING PARK

TURNUP with

What: Cookout
When: August 8th
Where: Benning Park (OutBack)
Time: 6 until
There will be
FOOD, DRINKS, BYOW, DJ

Contact

EVERYONE IS INVITED
COME TURN TF UP!
SCI Area 2, CHOPPA CITY (38.870571,-76.982081):

tweeted: [Redacted]
tweeted: [Redacted]
tweeted: [Redacted]
tweeted: [Redacted]
tweeted: [Redacted]
tweeted: [Redacted]

) tweeted: first name is [Redacted] nickname [Redacted]
SCI Area 3, BARRY FARM (38.859627,-76.99914):

Being tweeted in Barry Farm Digital Perimeter. Video Shoot with Marijuana July 9th 1700 hours at Forestville Mall

ATTENTION
COME OUT VIDEO SHOOT
WEDNESDAY 5:00 PM 9TH LOCATION
MEET IN FRONT OF FORESTVILLE MALL
BRING FEMALES, LIQUOR WEED
#TURN UP DONT BE DRY 😉😉
HOPE EVERYONE ENJOY
THEY SELF & MAKE IT SAFE
BACK HOME 🎩
#TURNUP WIT DA SQUAD 😎
FOR MORE INFO DM ME @6775ell

ATTENTION
COME OUT VIDEO SHOOT
WEDNESDAY 5:00 PM 9TH LOCATION
MEET IN FRONT OF FORESTVILLE MALL
BRING FEMALES, LIQUOR WEED
#TURN UP DONT BE DRY 😉😉
HOPE EVERYONE ENJOY
THEY SELF & MAKE IT SAFE
BACK HOME 🎩
#TURNUP WIT DA SQUAD 😎
FOR MORE INFO DM ME @6775ell
SCI Area 4, WASHINGTON HIGHLANDS (38.833624,-76.994677):

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted two photographs of

tweeted:
Mixtape release party featuring DC performers taking place July 17th in Annandale VA:

MEEK MILL IS PLAYING AT THE ECHO STAGE ON JULY 11th.

MEEK MILL IS PLAYING AT THE ECHO STAGE ON JULY 11th.
TURN UP IN TRINIDAD JULY 12th, BY THE BASKETBALL COURT

CONCERT AUGUST 23rd, RFK STADIUM
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

TO: A/Captain
    Intelligence Division

FROM: Sergeant
     Intelligence Division

DATE: December 18, 2022

SUBJECT: Summer Crime Initiative Area Enforcement

The following information was gathered as a result of activities in the Summer Crime Initiative Target Areas on June 5th, 2014:

SOCIAL MEDIA

Open Source Social Media was reviewed for the Summer Crime Initiative Areas.

Social Media within the boundaries of where the following crimes from the previous night’s Command Information Center were reviewed to identify potential witnesses:

NO CRIMES REPORTED TO CIC IN SUMMER CRIME INITIATIVE AREAS

Open Source Social Media was monitored within the boundaries of Summer Crime Initiative areas for information pertaining to ongoing criminal activities, beefs and retaliations:

SCI Area 1, BENNING COORIDOR (38.885438,-76.936226):

tweeted about a party this Saturday. There is a party slated for June 7, at 601 46 Place at 2000 hours (Flyer at bottom of SCI I summary). This should probably be shut down.
has previously photographed himself holding a Glock with an extended drum magazine
*** This is the account of validated...

*** He has photographed himself with a firearm***

*** This is the account of validated... He has photographed himself with a firearm***

*** This is the account of validated... He has photographed himself with a firearm***

*** This is the account of validated... He has photographed himself with a firearm***
tweeted a photograph of he and his friends smoking weed in his kitchen:

tweeted:

tweeted:
THERE IS A GO GO PARTY SLATED FOR JUNE 7th AT 601 46th PL AT 2000 HOURS THIS IS BEING PROMOTED IN SIMPLE CITY AND CLAY TERRACE. NEEDS TO BE SHUT DOWN

Come Fuck with me Birthday BASH ' ~
When: June 7 (Saturday)
Where: 601 46th place
TIME: 8-until yall act STUPID
LIVE performance " by :
HD MIKEY
SIB
DISEGANG
H20
LEAVE the drama at home " we just trying TURN up for our DAY
* it GEMINI reason 🍸 BITCH
U8 -benninHEIGHTS or benniningROAD station

ANOTHER PARTY/VIDEO JUNE 7th INSIDE OF SIMPLE CITY

PRE-PROJECT SIMP
HAPPY G’DAY
BOOSIE

LIVE RECORDING
+FOOD
+DRINKS
+MUSIC

INSTAGRAM: @MOF. BOOSIE @MOMAFIA. WIL
TWITTER: @BOOSIE @MOMAFIA. WIL

JUNE 7TH | 6PM - UNTIL AROUND SIMPLE CITY | LEAVE THE DRAMA
SCI Area 2, CHOPPA CITY (38.870571, -76.982081):

tweeted:


tweeted:


tweeted:
SCI Area 3, BARRY FARM (38.859627,-76.99914):
*NATIONALS GAME OVERWHELMED DIGITAL PERIMETER*

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted a photograph of him and his squad (June 1):
SCI Area 4, WASHINGTON HIGHLANDS (38.833624,-76.994677):

POSSIBLE IMPENDING PREGNANT GIRL FIGHT ON FRIDAY IN SCI4

No specific person mentioned in subjects social media, does mention also going to cookout

tweeted a photograph of marijuana he purchased:
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

TO: A/Captain
   Intelligence Division

FROM: Sergeant
      Intelligence Division

DATE: December 18, 2022

SUBJECT: Summer Crime Initiative Area Enforcement

The following information was gathered as a result of activities in the Summer Crime Initiative Target Areas on June 6th, 2014:

SOCIAL MEDIA

Open Source Social Media was reviewed for the Summer Crime Initiative Areas.

Social Media within the boundaries of where the following crimes from the previous night’s Command Information Center were reviewed to identify potential witnesses:

NO CRIMES REPORTED TO CIC IN SUMMER CRIME INITIATIVE AREAS

Open Source Social Media was monitored within the boundaries of Summer Crime Initiative areas for information pertaining to ongoing criminal activities, beefs and retaliations:

SCI Area 1, BENNING CORRIDOR (38.885438,-76.936226):

There is a party slated for June 7th at 601 46th Place at 2000 hours (Flyer at bottom of SCI I summary). This should probably be shut down.

The Hoodrich Gang, a Squad out of Clay Terrace, is now beefing with Huntwood and a new crew, 5K
also tweeted a photo of her and her friends inside the Benning Corridor in Clay Terrace.
*** has previously photographed himself holding a Glock with an extended drum magazine***

***This is the account of validated.***

***This is the account of validated. He has photographed himself with a firearm***
THERE IS A GO GO PARTY SLATED FOR JUNE 7TH AT 601 46TH PL AT 2000 HOURS THIS IS BEING PROMOTED IN SIMPLE CITY AND CLAY TERRACE. NEEDS TO BE SHUT DOWN
ANOTHER PARTY/VIDEO JUNE 7th INSIDE OF SIMPLE CITY

SCI Area 2, CHOPPA CITY (38.870571,-76.982081):

tweeted a photo of himself:
tweeted a photograph of himself:
SCI Area 3, BARRY FARM (38.859627,-76.99914):

SEVERAL BARRY FARM TWEETS HAVE GONE OUT ABOUT A PARTY IN FT WASHINGTON MD. PATROL MEMBERS IN SCI 3 SHOULD PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THEIR AREA AFTER 0100 WHEN THE PARTY GETS OUT AND THEY GO BACK HOME.
SCI Area 4, WASHINGTON HIGHLANDS (38.833624,-76.994677):

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted a photograph
also tweeted a photograph of him in the bathroom with his cash spread out on the sink.

PHOTOGRAPH OF RAHEEM JACKSON, AKA GUNNA, SHOT TO DEATH AT 13 AND CONGRESS APRIL 2011. HIS DOB WAS 6/11/94
tweeted a photo of himself in the
at 1300hrs:
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

TO: A/Captain
   Intelligence Division

FROM: Sergeant
   Intelligence Division

DATE: December 18, 2022

SUBJECT: Summer Crime Initiative Area Enforcement

The following information was gathered as a result of activities in the Summer Crime Initiative Target Areas on June 14th, 2014:

SOCIAL MEDIA

Open Source Social Media was reviewed for the Summer Crime Initiative Areas.

Social Media within the boundaries of where the following crimes from the previous night’s Command Information Center were reviewed to identify potential witnesses:

NO CRIMES REPORTED TO CIC IN SUMMER CRIME INITIATIVE AREAS

Open Source Social Media was monitored within the boundaries of Summer Crime Initiative areas for information pertaining to ongoing criminal activities, beefs and retaliations:

SCI Area 1, BENNING COORIDOR (38.885438,-76.936226):

There is a party slated for June 14th in the 3500 Block of Hayes NE( Paradise Manor) from 1800/1930-??? It is being promoted by Simple City and Clay Terrace

The Hoodrich Gang, a Squad out of Clay Terrace, is now beefing with Huntwood and a new crew, 5K. [redacted]

[redacted]
tweeted:

12 is a reference to law enforcement
tweeted:
reference to warrants executed in Clay Terrace

***This is the account of validated***

tweeted:

tweeted:
tweeted:

He has photographed himself with a firearm

 Photograph of

***This is the account of validate

FOIA Request No.: 2021-FOIA-01634
Requester: Brennan Center for Justice
THERE IS A PARTY PLANNED IN THE 3500 BLOCK OF HAYES ST NE TODAY FROM 1800-CLOSING. IT IS BEING PROMOTED BY SIMPLE CITY AND BY CLAY TERRACE. SCI OFFICERS SHOULD BE COGNIZANT OF POSSIBLE AFTER PARTY MISCONDUCT.
SCI Area 2, CHOPPA CITY (38.870571,-76.982081):

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

FLYER FOR GOGO ON JUNE 29th CIRCULATING AROUND CHOPPA CITY
SCI Area 3, BARRY FARM (38.859627,-76.99914):

Youth from Barry Farms are attending a hotel party at the Double Tree Hotel tonight.

Juveniles from Barry Farms are going to Six Flags on Monday.

Individuals inside of the Barry Farm perimeter also discussed going to the Party at 3500 Hayes St NE.

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

SCI Area 4, WASHINGTON HIGHLANDS (38.833624,-76.994677):

tweeted a photograph of his girlfriend rolling a joint for Him at a playground:

tweeted:
Party being hosted somewhere in Washington Highlands area tonight:

- When: June 14, 2014
- Time: 8-Until
- Where: Text For Address
- Ladies: Free All Night
- Guys: $5 After 10
- BYOB (JelloShots)
- BYOT
- No Drama, Leave The Drama At
- Host:
- SECURITY ON SITE
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

TO: A/Captain Intelligence Division
FROM: Sergeant Intelligence Division
DATE: December 18, 2022
SUBJECT: Summer Crime Initiative Area Enforcement

The following information was gathered as a result of activities in the Summer Crime Initiative Target Areas on June 20th, 2014:

SOCIAL MEDIA

Open Source Social Media was reviewed for the Summer Crime Initiative Areas.

Social Media within the boundaries of where the following crimes from the previous night’s Command Information Center were reviewed to identify potential witnesses:

ROBBERY-Snatch 51st/H St SE, SCI AREA 1, PPSA 604, CCN

SCI AREA QUERIED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS

Open Source Social Media was monitored within the boundaries of Summer Crime Initiative areas for information pertaining to ongoing criminal activities, beefs and retaliations:

SCI Area 1, BENNING COORIDOR (38.885438,-76.936226):

There is a turn out slated for June 21st at 1930 hour in Clay Terrace. The flyer for the event implies HRG and CT3 members will be armed

The Hoodrich Gang, a Squad out of Clay Terrace, is now beefing with Huntwood and a new crew, 5K. Hoodrich Gang is in an alliance wit Clay Terrace (CT3), Simple City, and Paradise Manor.
tweeted:

"PP is usually slang for opposition or police."

Tweeted:
(Redacted) tweeted while on a traffic stop in Benning Corridor for not wearing a seatbelt. MPD vehicle visible in sideview mirror.

Tweeted:

...for turn up on Saturday in reference to turn up being hosted tonight.

Tweeted:
TAKEN IN CLAY TERRACE; HOODRICH GANG
tweeted:
reference to law enforcement
IS THE TWITTER ACCOUNT OF VALIDATED.
THE ABOVE CREW PHOTOS SHOW NEIGHBORHOOD/CREW
THERE IS A TURN UP IN CLAY TERRACE TONIGHT HOSTED BY MONEYTEAM. FLYER INDICATES FREE MARIJUANA
THERE IS A TURN UP IN CLAY TERRACE TOMORROW AT 1930. NOTE FIREARM EMOJI INDICATING THAT THEY WILL BE ARMED DURING COOKOUT.

THERE IS A PARTY PLANNED IN SIMPLE CITY ON JUNE 26th 2014 AT 1900 HOURS. MARIJUANA IS BEING OFFERED AS AVAILABLE IN THE FLYER.
SCI Area 2, CHOPPA CITY (38.870571, -76.982081):

weeted:

weeted:

weeted:

weeted:

weeted:

weeted:
PARTY BEING HELD AT 928 9th ST SE ON SAT AT 1600 (THIS IS A VACANT LOT)

everybody come out to me & bro graduation cookout this saturday june 21st 2014 food, drinks, music, fun & more contact us on &
for more info & on twitter & from 4- until

FLYER FOR GOGO ON JUNE 29th CIRCULATING AROUND CHOPPA CITY

SCI Area 3, BARRY FARM (38.859627,-76.99914):

PARADISE IS BEEFING WITH SEATWALK (MARYLAND)

A FLYER FOR A TURN OUT AT CLAY TERRACE ON 6/21 IS BEING PASSED AROUND BARRY FARM DIGITAL PERIMETER
SCI Area 4, WASHINGTON HIGHLANDS (38.833624,-76.994677):

[Redacted] tweeted a photograph of [Redacted] pretending to fire a pistol:

[Redacted] tweeted a photograph of himself pretending to fire a pistol:

[Redacted] tweeted a photograph of himself smoking marijuana:
is tweeting his phone number.

possible DCMR/healthcode violation)

tweeted a photograph of he and a friend smoking marijuana:

) tweeted:

PHOTOGRAPH OF


Mixtape release party featuring DC performers taking place July 17th in Annandale VA:
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

TO: A/Captain
Intelligence Division

FROM: Sergeant
Intelligence Division

DATE: December 18, 2022

SUBJECT: Summer Crime Initiative Area Enforcement

The following information was gathered as a result of activities in the Summer Crime Initiative Target Areas on June 24th, 2014:

SOCIAL MEDIA

Open Source Social Media was reviewed for the Summer Crime Initiative Areas.

Social Media within the boundaries of where the following crimes from the previous night’s Command Information Center were reviewed to identify potential witnesses:

NO SERIOUS CRIMES REPORTED IN SCI ZONES OVER THE LAST 24 HOURS

Open Source Social Media was monitored within the boundaries of Summer Crime Initiative areas for information pertaining to ongoing criminal activities, beefs and retaliations:

SCI Area 1, BENNING CORRIDOR (38.885438,-76.936226):

The Hoodrich Gang, a Squad out of Clay Terrace, is now beefing with Huntwood and a new crew, 5K. Hoodrich Gang is in an alliance with Clay Terrace (CT3), Simple City, and Paradise Manor.

There is strong anti-police sentiment in Clay Terrace and Simple City over recent arrests.
SIMPLE CITY HAS A 4SQUARE CHECK IN. 4SQUARE USER currently has the most check-ins with 8, making him the Mayor of Simple City.

Mr. Simple City
Uncategorized
Washington DC, D.C. 20016

Total Visitors: 29
Total Check-ins: 130

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:
tweeted:

reference to

His twitter account is
PICTURE OF LIGHTING A JOINT

tweeted:

retweeted: Account of
DUE TO RECENT ARRESTS, LAW ENFORCEMENT SHOULD BE COGNIZANT OF THE STRONG ANTI-POLICE SENTIMENT IN CLAY TERRACE. SEVERAL OF THE INDIVIDUALS POSTING COMMENTS ABOUT “FUCK 12(SLANG FOR POLICE) HAVE PREVIOUSLY POSTED PHOTOGRAPHS OF THEMSELVES WITH GUNS, AND REGULARLY POST ON SOCIAL MEDIA BOASTFUL COMMENTS ABOUT THEIR ALLEGED CRIMINAL ENTERPRISES.
GOGO BIRTHDAY PARTY FLYER BEING TWEETED AROUND SIMPLE CITY (HELD IN 4D)

THERE IS A PARTY PLANNED IN SIMPLE CITY ON JUNE 26TH 2014 AT 1900 HOURS. MARIJUANA IS BEING OFFERED AS AVAILABLE.
SCI Area 2, CHOPPA CITY (38.870571,-76.982081):

tweeted:

tweeted:

""

tweeted a vine of a DC fight from his smartphone:
Supp 109

FOIA Request No.: 2021-FOIA-01634
Requester: Brennan Center for Justice

m) tweeted:
"SUBJECT CLAIMS TO HAVE FIREARM"

 Photograph of twitter

first name is

nickname

tweeted:
FLYER FOR GOGO ON JUNE 29th CIRCULATING AROUND CHOPPA CITY

SCI Area 3, BARRY FARM (38.859627,-76.99914):
PARADISE IS BEEFING WITH SEATWALK (MARYLAND)

tweeted:
Supp 112

SCI Area 4, WASHINGTON HIGHLANDS (38.833624,-76.994677):

) tweeted a photo of her and a male pretending to fire a pistol:
tweeted a photograph from a neighborhood turn up on Saturday:
tweeted a photo of his squad:
Mixtape release party featuring DC performers taking place July 17th in Annandale VA:
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

TO: A/Captain
   Intelligence Division

FROM: Sergeant
      Intelligence Division

DATE: December 18, 2022

SUBJECT: Summer Crime Initiative Area Enforcement

The following information was gathered as a result of activities in the Summer Crime Initiative Target Areas on June 27th, 2014:

SOCIAL MEDIA

Open Source Social Media was reviewed for the Summer Crime Initiative Areas.

Social Media within the boundaries of where the following crimes from the previous night’s Command Information Center were reviewed to identify potential witnesses:

ROBBERY (F&V) GOOD HOPE RD SE SCI AREA 2 PSA 701 CCN AREA QUERIED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS

Open Source Social Media was monitored within the boundaries of Summer Crime Initiative areas for information pertaining to ongoing criminal activities, beefs and retaliations:

SCI Area 1, BENNING COORIDOR (38.885438,-76.936226):

****SIMPLE CITY IS INITIATING PROJECT SIMP, THE 4th of JULY CELEBRATION IN SIMPLE CITY. IN PAST YEARS, THIS HAS BEEN A COMBINATION OF FIREWORKS AND GUNSHOTS****

The Hoodrich Gang, a Squad out of Clay Terrace, is now beefing with Huntwood and a new crew, 5K. Hoodrich Gang is in an alliance wit Clay Terrace (CT3), Simple City, and Paradise Manor.

There is strong anti-police sentiment in Clay Terrace and Simple City over recent arrests.
FOIA Request No.: 2021-FOIA-01634
Requester: Brennan Center for Justice

Supp 119
SCI Intelligence Reports
TWO OF THE FLYERS FOR PROJECT SIMP, A PARTY/TURN UP/GO GO/VIDEO SHOOT ON
FRIDAY NIGHT (4th of JULY) IN SIMPLE CITY. FESTIVITIES SHOULD BEGIN WITH A VIDEO SHOOT AT APPROXIMATELY 1630 HOURS. PROJECT SIMP IS A REFERENCE TO PROJECT X, A FILM ABOUT A HOUSE PARTY THAT DESTROYS AN ENTIRE NEIGHBORHOOD AND CAUSES CIVIL DISTURBANCE.

FLYER FOR LOTUS LOUNGE’S BEACH PARTY CIRCULATING AROUND THE BENNING COORIDOR DIGITAL PERIMETER.
GO GO BIRTHDAY PARTY FLYER BEING TWEETED AROUND SIMPLE CITY (HELD IN 4D)

June 23, 2014, 11:52

BDAY BASH!!

TOB & MajorBand
Boys$10 & girls$5
PictureBooth$5
July 18th 8-12
@ Club House
(5123 Georgia Ave NW washington Dc)
SCI Area 2, CHOPPA CITY (38.870571,-76.982081):

tweeted:

...
FLYER FOR A TURN UP IN MARYLAND BEING PASSED AROUND CHOPPA CITY. LAW ENFORCEMENT SHOULD BE COGNIZANT OF POSSIBLE SPILL OVER VIOLENCE AFTER THE PARTY IS OVER

FLYER FOR GOGO ON JUNE 29th CIRCULATING AROUND CHOPPA CITY
SCI Area 3, BARRY FARM (38.859627, -76.99914):

DIGITAL PERIMETER OVERLOADED BY TWEETS FROM NATS GAME, SOCCER GAME, AND GOODMAN LEAGUE BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT FROM PREVIOUS NIGHT
SCI Area 4, WASHINGTON HIGHLANDS (38.833624, -76.994677):

FOIA Request No.: 2021-FOIA-01634
Requester: Brennan Center for Justice
Mixtape release party featuring DC performers taking place July 17th in Annandale VA:
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

TO: A/Captain
   Intelligence Division

FROM: Sergeant
      Intelligence Division

DATE: December 18, 2022

SUBJECT: Summer Crime Initiative Area Enforcement

The following information was gathered as a result of activities in the Summer Crime Initiative Target Areas on May 21st, 2014:

SOCIAL MEDIA

Open Source Social Media was reviewed for the Summer Crime Initiative Areas.

Social Media within the boundaries of where the following crimes from the previous night’s Command Information Center were reviewed to identify potential witnesses:

ADW-GUN, [Redacted] MORTON ST NW, PSA 302 CCN [Redacted]
WNEW News Tweeted photograph of crime scene:

ADW-KNIFE(D/V), [Redacted] 16th St SE, PSA 607 SCI AREA 2 CCN [Redacted]:
AREA QUERIED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS

AGGRAVATED ASSAULT (D/V), [Redacted] S St SE, PSA 607 SCI AREA 2 CCN [Redacted]:
AREA QUERIED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS

BURGLARY-I, [Redacted] CONDON Terr, SE, PSA 706 SCI AREA 4 CCN [Redacted]:
AREA QUERIED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS
Open Source Social Media was monitored within the boundaries of Summer Crime Initiative areas for information pertaining to ongoing criminal activities, beefs and retaliations:

**SCI Area 1, BENNING COORIDOR (38.885438,-76.936226):**

- tweeted:
- tweeted:
- tweeted:
- tweeted:

**SCI Area 2, CHOPPA CITY (38.870571,-76.982081):**

- tweeted:
- tweeted:
- tweeted:
- tweeted:

FOIA Request No.: 2021-FOIA-01634  
Requester: Brennan Center for Justice  
Supp 131 MPD 131  
SCI Intelligence Reports
SCI Area 3, BARRY FARM (38.859627,-76.99914):

(@proudlesbo_) tweeted:
“fuck the judge let my brother out”
ears to have a disassembled pistol in hand

male driver appears to have a disassembled pistol in hand

SCI Area 4, WASHINGTON HIGHLANDS (38.833624,-76.994677):
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

TO: A/Captain
Intelligence Division

FROM: Sergeant
Intelligence Division

DATE: December 18, 2022

SUBJECT: Summer Crime Initiative Area Enforcement

The following information was gathered as a result of activities in the Summer Crime Initiative Target Areas on May 22nd, 2014:

SOCIAL MEDIA

Open Source Social Media was reviewed for the Summer Crime Initiative Areas.

Social Media within the boundaries of where the following crimes from the previous night’s Command Information Center were reviewed to identify potential witnesses:

Robbery-Gun, 8th St SE, SCI AREA 4, PSA 706, CCN
Area queried with negative results

Open Source Social Media was monitored within the boundaries of Summer Crime Initiative areas for information pertaining to ongoing criminal activities, beefs and retaliations:

SUBJECTS FROM BENNING TERRACE(SIMPLE CITY), CLAY TERRACE, CHOPPA CITY, BARRY FARMS, AND WASHINGTON HIGHLANDS ARE DISCUSSING THE IBIZA PARTY ON SATURDAY. BENNING TERRACE AND CHOPPA CITY HAVEN’T HEARD IT WAS CANCELLED YET
SCI Area 1, BENNING COORIDOR (38.885438,-76.936226):

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:

tweeted:
SCI Area 2, CHOPPA CITY (38.870571,-76.982081):

tweeted:

"SAME VINE FROM AREA 1"
SCI Area 3, BARRY FARM (38.859627,-76.99914):

tweeted:  *SAME VINE FROM AREA 1*
SCI Area 4, Washington Highlands (38.833624, -76.994677):

Tweeted:

Tweeted:

Tweeted:

Tweeted:

Tweeted:

Tweeted:

Tweeted:
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

TO: A/Captain
   Intelligence Division

FROM: Sergeant
      Intelligence Division

DATE: December 18, 2022

SUBJECT: Summer Crime Initiative Area Enforcement

The following information was gathered as a result of activities in the Summer Crime Initiative Target Areas on May 28th, 2014:

SOCIAL MEDIA

Open Source Social Media was reviewed for the Summer Crime Initiative Areas.

Social Media within the boundaries of where the following crimes from the previous night’s Command Information Center were reviewed to identify potential witnesses:

Burglary-2, C St SE, SCI AREA 1, PSA 604, CCN [redacted] 
Area queried with negative results

Open Source Social Media was monitored within the boundaries of Summer Crime Initiative areas for information pertaining to ongoing criminal activities, beefs and retaliations:

SCI Area 1, BENNING COORIDOR (38.885438,-76.936226):

CLAY TERRACE AND HUNTWOOD ARE CURRENTLY IN A TWITTER BEEF:

tweeted;
tweeted a picture of him and another individual pointing pistols
SCI Area 2, CHOPPA CITY (38.870571,-76.982081):

[Redacted text]

SCI Area 3, BARRY FARM (38.859627,-76.99914):

[Redacted text]
SCI Area 4, WASHINGTON HIGHLANDS (38.833624,-76.994677):

challenging each other to a fight via twitter
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

TO: A/Captain
Intelligence Division

FROM: Sergeant
Intelligence Division

DATE: December 18, 2022

SUBJECT: Summer Crime Initiative Area Enforcement

The following information was gathered as a result of activities in the Summer Crime Initiative Target Areas on May 29th, 2014:

SOCIAL MEDIA

Open Source Social Media was reviewed for the Summer Crime Initiative Areas.

Social Media within the boundaries of where the following crimes from the previous night’s Command Information Center were reviewed to identify potential witnesses:

NO SERIOUS CRIMES REPORTED IN THE SCI AREA FOR MAY 28th, 2014

Open Source Social Media was monitored within the boundaries of Summer Crime Initiative areas for information pertaining to ongoing criminal activities, beefs and retaliations:

SCI Area 1, BENNING COORIDOR (38.885438,-76.936226):
THERE IS A GO GO PARTY SLATED FOR JUNE 7th AT 601 46th PL AT 2000 HOURS

When: June 7 (Saturday)
Where: 601 46th place
TIME: 8-until yall act STUPID
LIVE performance * by: HD MIKEY, SIB, DISEGANG, H2O

LEAVE the drama at home * we just trying TURN up for our DA * it GEMINI season 😎 😎 😎 😎
U8 -banningHEIGHTS or banningROAD station

tweeted:
SCI Area 2, CHOPPA CITY (38.870571.-76.982081):

Gangs mess up the meeting but tell the story

Still, the problem is getting worse. The crowds are growing. Choppa City has
been sprouted an offshoot of younger
members who call themselves Cruddy
Bong.

Organizers at the library meeting
decided not to take any chances. The
youths were escorted to a van and driven
back to Woodland Terrace.

Robin Hoss, a D.C. police commander
whose 7th District includes Lench Mob

Choppa City is a loosely knit group of
mainly youth who have been monitored
while their counterparts in the Lench
Mob reside in the Woodland Terrace
housing complex about a mile away. The
turf is divided by Good Hope Road SE,
which intersects with Martin Luther
King Jr. Avenue. The library where the
meeting was held is on the Choppa City
side of the street, at 3200 Good Hope
Road. So is Anacostia High School, which
drawn students from both
FLYER FROM CARJACKING BEING RETWEETED WITHIN DIGITAL PERIMETER

ARMED ROBBERIES/ADW
Up to $10,000 Reward

Unknown

9th and C Streets, SE
200 block of 8th St., SE

Thursday, May 15, 2014
10:15 PM

Wednesday, May 21, 2014
9:41 PM

Contact:
Detective Raymond Stargel
Command Information Center
(202) 727-9899 (main)
(202) 299-3404 (desk)

Described Perpetrator:

The Metropolitan Police Department seeks the public's assistance in identifying a person of interest in reference to two separate Armed Robbery/Assault with Dangerous Weapon incidents, one of which included an assault with a sexual act against a child. These incidents occurred on the dates and times listed above.

SCI Area 3, BARRY FARM (38.859627,-76.99914):

SCI Intelligence Reports
Supp 151

SCI Area 4, WASHINGTON HIGHLANDS (38.833624,-76.994677):

Supp 151

SCI Intelligence Reports
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

TO: A/Captain
    Intelligence Division

FROM: Sergeant
    Intelligence Division

DATE: December 18, 2022

SUBJECT: Summer Crime Initiative Area Enforcement

The following information was gathered as a result of activities in the Summer Crime Initiative Target Areas on May 30th, 2014:

SOCIAL MEDIA

Open Source Social Media was reviewed for the Summer Crime Initiative Areas.

Social Media within the boundaries of where the following crimes from the previous night’s Command Information Center were reviewed to identify potential witnesses:

ROBBERY-GUN, D ST SE, PSA 604, SCI AREA 1, CCN AREA QUERIED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS
ROBBERY-SNATCH, SHANNON PL SE, PSA 703, SCI AREA 3, CCN AREA QUERIED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS
BURGLARY-2, ELVANS RD SE, PSA 703, SCI AREA 3, CCN AREA QUERIED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS

Open Source Social Media was monitored within the boundaries of Summer Crime Initiative areas for information pertaining to ongoing criminal activities, beefs and retaliations:

SCI Area 1, BENNING COORIDOR (38.885438,-76.936226):

[Redacted]
THERE IS A GO GO PARTY SLATED FOR JUNE 7th AT 601 46th PL AT 2000 HOURS

Come Fuck with @ & birthday BASH 😄

When: June 7 (Saturday)
Where: 601 40th place
TIME: 8 until yall act: STUPID
LIVE performance * by: 
HD MIKEY
SIB
DISEGANG
H2O

LEAVE the drama at home 😂 we just trying TURN up for our DAY
* It GEMINI season 😊 BITCH
U8 -banningHEIGHTS or bannin ROAD station
SCI Area 2, CHOPPA CITY (38.870571, -76.982081):

[Redacted] tweeted:

[Redacted] tweeted:

[Redacted] tweeted:

[Redacted] tweeted:

PHOTO UPLOADED WITHIN DIGITAL PERIMETER FROM MAY 26th MEETING ABOUT CAPITOL HILL ROBBING/STABBING

SCI Area 3, BARRY FARM (38.859627, -76.99914):

*NATIONALS GAME OVERWHELMED DIGITAL PERIMETER*
Party within Barry Farm Digital Perimeter-APPROX 2230 HOURS

tweeted:

Twitter Beef escalating into girl fight at party-APPROX 2243 HOURS

tweeted:

tweeted a photograph from a fight:

tweeted:
SCI Area 4, WASHINGTON HIGHLANDS (38.833624,-76.994677):

TWITTER USER [REDACTED] POSTED A PHOTO OF HIM DRIVING WITH A FIREARM IN HIS WAISTBAND WITHIN THE GEOPERIMETER

WITNESS TO A FIGHT AT UNION STATION